Literature list for Political Science II (SVE002), Autumn semester 2020

Course module 1: Approaches to politics, 7.5 hp


A few articles may be added (approx. 200A pages).

Further reading (optional)


Course module 2: The Study of Democracy, 7.5 hp

Books:


Chapters on books


Articles


https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/democraciaabierta/populist-challenge/


Additional texts may be included.

Course module 3 and 4: Elective Special Courses. 7.5 hp

Note! Not all Special Courses are given each semester, more information regarding the elective courses is given at the introduction.

► European Politics


Zimmerman, Hubert and Dür, Andreas (2nd edition), Key controversies in European integration. Palgrave. 300p.


► Gender Equality Policy in Sweden and Europe

Books


Book chapters


Articles


► War and Democracy in Global Politics


(Available at http://www.rand.org/pubs/monograph_reports/MR1753/index.html)

Articles


Miller, David. 2010. Against Global Democracy. In Breen, K. and O'Neill, Shane (eds.) After the Nation: Critical Reflections on Nationalism and Postnationalism, pp. 141-161. (Available at internet, search the chapter title on Google Scholar)


►Environmental Politics

E-Books

Articles


* e-article accessible through www.sub.su.se

** approx. < 15 pages/15% of publ.

*** e-book available online.

Additional literature may be added (approx. 100 pages).

► Human and International Security


Additional texts provided by the teacher or found on the internet

► Transnational Actors and International Organizations


Hanegraaff, Marcel, Jan Beyers, and Caelesta Braun (2011) "Open the door to more of the same? The development of interest group representation at the WTO." World Trade Review 10.04: Sida 447-472.


Additional articles may be added.

►Feminism and Politics

**Chapters in books**


Articles


All the articles are available through SUB

► What are human Rights? Perspectives and Conflicts


► A New World Order?


A limited amount of additional readings may be included.

► European Politics


Further material may be included

► Security in International Relations


► Social Movements and Democracy in the Third World

Books:


Articles and reports:


► International Political Economy

**Books**


**Chapters in books**


Wolfson & Gerald A Epstein (red). Oxford: Oxford University Press. 21 p. eBook


**Articles**


► Global Environmental Politics


Additional material/ articles 100 pages.

► Inequalities of Political Participation and Representation

1. Background


2. Patterns and causes of unequal participation and representation


3. Consequences of unequal participation and representation


Folke, Olle., Freidenvall, Lenita. and Rickne Johanna., (Forthcoming) Gender Quotas and Ethnic Minority Representation: Swedish Evidence from a Longitudinal Mixed Methods Study, Politics & Gender (Available at https://sites.google.com/site/folkeolle/. May be available through the university library by the time the course starts). 35 pages.


► 21st Century Populism in a Comparative Perspective


Additional material/ articles, max 100 pages.